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Abstract
We present a numerical RF noise analysis of Si/Sil-,Ge,/Si heterojunction
bipolar trailsistors based on the time-dependent solution of the drift-diffusion
equations. For the MHz range an analytical expressioil for the noise figures is
derived.

1. Introduction
Si/Sil-,Ge,/Si heterojunction bipolar transistors (HBTs) are expected to become
inlportailt in certain I-IF applications, where the use of a single technology for the
complete microwave part of t h e system rnay reduce cost [ I ] . Therefore, the investigation of' I-IF noise figures ( N F ) of these devices is an important task. T h e aim of our
paper is to calculate t h e clepeilclence or the lninimum N F on frequency ancl current
using a two-climensional solver for the drift-cliKusion equations.

2. Theory
In [2] t h e authors clevelopecl a cluautuin statistical approach to thermal noise in seiniconcl~~ctor
clevices for arbitrary space-clepenclent carrier temperatures including low
ones. Especially, a general expression lor the NF of bipolar transistors was derived
which relates the N F to t h e y-parameters ancl eRective carrier teinperatures. We will
simplify the result of [2] by some reasonable assumptions: First, quantum statistical
corrections are neglected since at rooin temperature the classical limit is a very good
approximation. Secondly, electron heating in t h e collector is neglected since this ef.
the noise generator is assumed to b e
fect turils out to b e small for f < f ~ Finally,
a t ambient teinperature T. Then we obtain t h e NF clefinecl as t h e ratio of input to
output signal-to-noise ratios

with e being t h e eleinentary charge, G the current gain of the terinillatecl fourpole,
and yc = g~ ibG t h e coinplex generator aclinittance. T h e crosscorrelation between
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the noise sources iB and ic has been ~leglecteclsince this contribution turns out to be
small for f < f ~ If. the condition b~ = -Im(yll) is fulfilled we arrive at the tuned-out
NF for optimum load

In this formula the tuned-out NF is expressed by the y-parameters and the direct
currents. The minimumNF F,,, is defined as the minimumof F with respect to gc. It
is important to note that, according to the three-dimensional derivation independent
of trailsistor geometry [2], the y-parameters refer to the whole transistor, that is, series
resistances are included. Furthermore, the distributed nature of the base resistance
is properly talcen into account.

3. Noise Figure at High Frecluencies
The calculation of the y-parameters is based on the idea to solve the drift-cliIT~~sion
equations in the time domaill for sufficiently small voltage perturbations applied to
the base or collector contact, respectively. We use the two-cliinensional device simulatioil code TOSCA [3]. The Fourier clecompositioi~of small-signal voltages and
currents is perforined as postprocessing. This approach may give an advantage over
solving the equations in the frequency domain, especially, if a great number of points
in the frecluency domaill is required as in our case. In contrast to many other HF
noise models, the input for the simulation are device geometry ancl doping profiles
instead of circuit element values. Thus, our approach is closely related to the technological process. Geometry alld doping profile of our Sil-,Ge,-BBT model device are
represented in Fig. 1 and Fig. 2.
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Figure 1: Geometry of the model device.

Figure 2: Vertical profile.

The sheet resistance of the base amounts to 700 0 / 0 . Maximum transit frequency cd
fT=46 GkIz is reached at collector current of about 10 mA ancl f,,, amouilts to 120
GHz. In Fig. 3 Fmi,and associated gain are plotted versus frequency for different
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Figure 3: Miniinum NF ancl associatecl
gcziil versus Frequency
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Figure 4: Miniinum NF versus collector
current.

This figure illustrates the noise reducing iilflueilce OF Ge both at mecliuin ancl high
frequencies. F~~rtherrnore,
we realize that for our relerence device (28% Ge) the static
limit applies for frequencies f <lGI-Iz. Loolting at Fig. 4 we see that the noise
0 is about 1 mA, i.e., one order OF magnitude
optimum collector current for f ~ 1 GI-Iz
lower than the f T peak position. This agrees well with experimental experiences.

4. Noise Figure at Medium Frecluencies
Now we are going to cliscuss medium lrecluencies (MF) where the NF is independent
of frequency. In this case the NF can be calculated lrom the static characteristics.
o<
In order to obtain a basic uilclerstancliilg we use the ideal characteristics IClB
ezp(AVBE/VT) with VT = ( k T ) ( e and neglect the thermal noise contribution lrom
the collector since it is small. With these assumptions the miniinurn NF in the M F
railgc F:,, call be calculated analytically as a F~~nction
of the static differential current

Note, that F:,, does not depend on Ic. I-lence, it equals the MF optimuin NF which
represents the miilimum OF the NF with respect to bG, g~ ancl Ic as well. Froin Eq. (3)
we conclude that at mecliuin lrecluencies the static current gain is the only criterion
lor the optimum NF. Since the current gain of I-IBTs can be illcreased by orders of
t-uagnitucle in comparisoil to BJTs, they are suited for low-noise amplification in the
MI-Iz range. The optimum NF as a f ~ ~ n c t i oofn current gain is shown in Fig. 5.
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Aclclitionczlly, we plotted the values correspo~lcliilgto I-Iawltinsl model [4].

Hawkins' model
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Figure 5: Optimum NF at medium frequencies
as a function of static differential current gain.
The circuit inoclel values (circles) and the experimental values (triangles) are talten froin [I].
The two inoclels show a relatively good agreement. The small difference is due to the
assumptioll cd an ideal Guminel plot. Our result is identical to that resulting from
I-Iawltins' theory for a base resistance small compared to the generator resistance.
Finally, we want to remark that our approach is not confined to simulation but
also allows to extract E-IF noise figures at relatively little effort from small-signal
parameters only.
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